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ABSTRACT
A nonresonant cosmic-ray-current-driven instability may operate in the shock precur-
sors of young supernova remnants and be responsible for magnetic-field amplification,
plasma heating and turbulence. Earlier simulations demonstrated magnetic-field am-
plification, and in kinetic studies a reduction of the relative drift between cosmic rays
and thermal plasma was observed as backreaction. However, all published simulations
used periodic boundary conditions, which do not account for mass conservation in de-
celerating flows and only allow the temporal development to be studied. Here we report
results of fully kinetic Particle-In-Cell simulations with open boundaries that permit
inflow of plasma on one side of the simulation box and outflow at the other end, hence
allowing an investigation of both the temporal and the spatial development of the in-
stability. Magnetic-field amplification proceeds as in studies with periodic boundaries
and, observed here for the first time, the reduction of relative drifts causes the forma-
tion of a shock-like compression structure at which a fraction of the plasma ions are
reflected. Turbulent electric field generated by the nonresonant instability inelastically
scatters cosmic rays, modifying and anisotropizing their energy distribution. Spatial
CR scattering is compatible with Bohm diffusion. Electromagnetic turbulence leads to
significant nonadiabatic heating of the background plasma maintaining bulk equipar-
tition between ions and electrons. The highest temperatures are reached at sites of
large-amplitude electrostatic fields. Ion spectra show supra-thermal tails resulting from
stochastic scattering in the turbulent electric field. Together, these modifications in
the plasma flow will affect the properties of the shock and particle acceleration there.
Key words: acceleration of particles – cosmic rays – shock waves – ISM:supernova
remnants – methods:numerical – turbulence
1 INTRODUCTION
Galactic cosmic rays (CRs) with energies up to a few peta-
electronvolt (PeV) are widely believed to originate from
young shell-type supernova remnants (SNRs), at whose for-
ward shock waves particles can be energized in the diffu-
sive shock-acceleration (DSA) process (Reynolds 2008). The
confinement of high-energy particles near the shock and
the inferred rate of shock crossings require magnetic tur-
bulence amplified to levels much larger than those typically
found in the interstellar medium (ISM). Observations of X-
ray synchrotron emission from young SNRs, that is par-
tially produced in narrow filaments (e.g., Vink & Laming
2003; Bamba et al. 2005) and can be variable on short time
scales (Uchiyama et al. 2007), provide evidence for magnetic-
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field amplification by factors 10− 100 compared to the ISM
level, even if turbulence damping accounts for the filaments
(Pohl et al. 2005; Rettig & Pohl 2012; Tran et al. 2015)
and dynamic turbulence generates the variability (Bykov et
al. 2008). Detection of TeV-energy γ-ray emission from the
same sources (e.g., Acciari et al. 2011, 2010; Aharonian et
al. 2007, 2009) proves electron and/or proton acceleration
to very high energies and suggests a direct relation between
energetic particle production and non-linear magnetic-field
amplification. The latter is also needed in systems hosting
relativistic shocks, such as jets of radio galaxies (e.g., Araudo
et al. 2015) or gamma-ray bursts (GRB, see, e.g., Milosavl-
jevic´ & Nakar 2006).
It has been long recognized on theoretical grounds that
upstream of the shock magnetic fields can be amplified by
the CRs themselves. Diffusing streaming of energetic parti-
cles in a quasi-parallel shock precursor can excite plasma in-
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stabilities generating magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves
that are either resonant (Lerche 1967; Kulsrud & Pearce
1969; Wentzel 1974; Skilling 1975a,b,c; Achterberg 1983)
or nonresonant with CRs. It was shown by Bell (2004) that
in young SNRs with efficient particle production the nonres-
onant CR streaming instability is the fastest one and gener-
ates short-scale magnetic turbulence with wavelengths much
smaller than the gyroradii of the CRs driving it. The insta-
bility appears due to the current density, jCR, carried by CR
protons drifting with respect to the magnetized upstream
plasma. The most rapid growth occurs for a wavevector, k,
aligned with the mean homogeneous magnetic field B0 (Bell
2005). In this case, and for jCR parallel to B0, the magnetic
fluctuations take a form of a right-hand circularly polarized
wave with the complex frequency ω and maximum growth
rate
Imω = γmax = vAk‖max (1)
at the wavelength
λmax =
4piB‖0
µ0j‖CR
, (2)
where the subscript ‘max’ stands for the most unstable
mode, µ0 is the permeability of free space and vA is the
Alfve´n velocity. The CR current is balanced by the return
current, jret = −jCR, carried by the background plasma.
The resulting Lorentz force, F = jret × B, acts on the
plasma increasing the amplitude of the perturbed magnetic
field (Zirakashvili et al. 2008). As the direction of the force
is always perpendicular to the CR current, a purely growing
(Reω ≈ 0) mode results and transverse magnetic-field com-
ponents are amplified. A plasma magnetization condition,
ω  Ωi, must apply, where Ωi is the ion gyrofrequency. The
original MHD treatment of the instability was confirmed by
kinetic studies (e.g. Reville et al. 2006; Amato & Blasi 2009).
The nonlinear evolution of the nonresonant instability
has been numerically studied with MHD (Bell 2004; Zi-
rakashvili et al. 2008; Schure & Bell 2013; Beresnyak &
Li 2014), hybrid kinetic (Lucek & Bell 2000; Gargate´ et
al. 2010) and fully kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations
(Niemiec et al. 2008; Riquelme & Spitkovsky 2009; Stroman
et al. 2009). These studies naturally model only a small por-
tion of the far-upstream shock precursor and all of them em-
ployed periodic boundary conditions, implying the spatial
impact of the instability is ignored. The spatial structure of
the perpendicular case of the instability, in which jCR ⊥ B0,
was studied by Riquelme & Spitkovsky (2010). The primary
effect of jCR ⊥ B0 is a homogeneous linear acceleration
of the upstream plasma with δv = 2VA for each growth
time of the instability. One may also envision localized re-
gions with jCR ⊥ B0 which would then be differentially ac-
celerated, inducing vorticity and further magnetic-field am-
plification by turbulent dynamo action. This situation may
arise for lower-energy CRs which are confined closer to the
shock and can produce a transverse CR current by interact-
ing with the turbulent field structures generated already far
upstream by high-energy CRs via the nonresonant instabil-
ity with jCR ‖ B0, that is presumed to have provided large
chunks of plasma with magnetic field perpendicular to the
shock normal.
The studies using periodic boxes and field-aligned CR
currents demonstrated significant magnetic-field amplifica-
tion by an initially parallel wave with preferred wavelength
λmax as predicted by the linear theory. In the nonlinear
phase, density fluctuations are imposed in the quasi-thermal
plasma, and the plasma acquires strong transverse veloc-
ity fluctuations. The net j ×B force pushes on the plasma
that eventually forms low-density cavities surrounded by fil-
aments of compressed material. As the cavities expand and
merge with each other, the characteristic scale of magnetic-
field fluctuations increases, but the turbulence growth even-
tually slows down or saturates. The exact saturation mecha-
nism differs with the choice of the simulation technique, and
the saturation levels vary considerably.
MHD simulations use a fluid model for the background
plasma and represent CRs as a constant external current,
which means that backreaction on CRs is suppressed. The
saturation is due to magnetic-field tension opposing the
j×B force and scales with wavenumber to yield a saturation
level Bsat ∼ µ0j‖CR/k. Since the growth rate increases with
both the wavenumber and the CR current, γ ∼ (kj‖CR)1/2,
the faster growing short-scale modes saturate earlier and at
lower amplitudes than the slowly-growing longer-wavelength
modes. Consequently, as the turbulence evolves its charac-
teristic wavelength also increases until it becomes commen-
surate with the CR Larmor radius, krCRg ≈ 1, if the CR cur-
rent is assumed constant. However, in reality the turbulence
growth slows down once the magnetic-field amplitude in-
creases to δB/B0 & 1 and density fluctuations appear, grow
in size, acquire transverse motions and start to collide with
each other. The rms field amplitude will still slowly grow,
and a full saturation is never observed in MHD simulations
(Zirakashvili et al. 2008), unless imposed by the boundary
conditions and the finite size of the simulation box (Bell
2004). The final unsaturated field amplitudes obtained with
the MHD approach reach δB/B0 ' 30− 50.
Fully kinetic PIC simulations allow treating both the
electron and ion dynamics self-consistently and can thus ac-
count for the feedback on CRs of the amplified magnetic
field. The backreaction causes a net transfer of momentum
to the plasma. CRs slow down in bulk, and the background
plasma is accelerated in the direction of the CR drift, re-
ducing the relative speed and removing the CR current seen
by the plasma. The resulting magnetic-field saturation level,
δB/B0 ' 10 − 20, is consistently lower than that obtained
in MHD simulations (Riquelme & Spitkovsky 2009; Stroman
et al. 2009).
Similar saturation mechanisms and levels were observed
in PIC simulations of relativistic ion beams studied in the
limit of magnetized ambient plasma (Niemiec et al. 2010), in
which the turbulence arises from growth of the nonresonant
modes (Reville et al. 2006). Relativistic ion beams in this
regime can be responsible for magnetic-field amplification
upstream of external GRB shocks (Milosavljevic´ & Nakar
2006) and at relativistic shocks associated with jets of active
galactic nuclei. However, in such systems turbulence driven
by the CR current can be accompanied with electromagnetic
filamentation and electrostatic Buneman modes (Niemiec
et al. 2010). The saturation physics is also consistent with
quasi-linear predictions for nonresonant modes derived for
nonrelativistic beams (Winske & Leroy 1984) and for CR
streaming distributions with power-law momentum depen-
dence (Luo & Melrose 2009). Hybrid kinetic (fluid electrons
and PIC model for ions) simulations by Gargate´ et al. (2010)
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yielded comparable amplification levels of δB/B0 ' 10 and
noted the role of effective de-magnetization of the plasma
through its rapid transverse motions. The importance of ki-
netic plasma treatment was further emphasized in PIC sim-
ulations that assumed a constant external CR current as
in MHD studies (Ohira et al. 2009; Riquelme & Spitkovsky
2009), in which case the saturation is still caused by the re-
duction of the relative speed between CRs and plasma, but
now the plasma is accelerated to match the constant CR
bulk drift (see also Niemiec et al. 2010).
All previously published simulations used periodic
boundary conditions, which suppress the spatial impact of
the bulk acceleration of CRs and quasi-thermal plasma. In
reality, continuity mandates compression or expansion to go
along with bulk acceleration (Ohira et al. 2009), and CRs
will continuously stream into fresh, unaffected plasma in
which the instability must build up. The aim of this work
is to study the nonlinear development and saturation pro-
cesses of the nonresonant CR current-driven instability with
open boundaries that permit inflow of plasma on one side of
the simulation box and outflow at the other end. In this way
the mass is conserved in the system and compression is natu-
rally accounted for. This simulation represents the next step
toward realistic modeling of nonresonant magnetic-field am-
plification in SNR shock precursors. Our study reproduces
some of the earlier results and also finds new effects spe-
cific to our new setup, that allows us to investigate both the
temporal and the spatial development of the nonresonant
instability. Particular attention is given to the microphysics
of the saturation process, CR scattering and plasma heating.
Although our approach offers a global model of the far-
upstream region of the shock precursor, we do not directly
include the shock that accelerates the CRs. Therefore, we
cannot self-consistently determine the shock structure as
modified by the CRs. Nonlinear steady-state shock models
(e.g., Zirakashvili et al. 2008; Schure & Bell 2013; Bykov et
al. 2014) seek balance between magnetic-field amplification,
that allows for CR confinement and enables rapid accelera-
tion by the DSA process and CR escape that provides the
current driving the field generation (Bell et al. 2013). Our
study can define conditions at which stationary solutions are
possible and aid in the validation of the assumptions on par-
ticle scattering and heating which are important ingredients
of these models.
The numerical PIC model is described in Section 2 and
results of our modeling are presented in Section 3. Sec-
tion 3.1 describes the main features of the nonresonant in-
stability. The microphysics of the saturation process is dis-
cussed in Section 3.2, that treats CR scattering and plasma
heating. We present a discussion in Section 4 and summarize
our results in Section 5.
2 SIMULATION SETUP
The nonresonant instability arises in the precursor of a
strong nonrelativistic parallel shock when shock-accelerated
CRs drift against the cold upstream electron-ion plasma.
Our earlier simulations of this instability with periodic
boundary conditions were conducted in the plasma-ion rest
frame (Niemiec et al. 2008; Stroman et al. 2009). In this
reference frame, an isotropic population of relativistic CR
Figure 1. Sketch of the simulation setup. Cosmic rays (blue) and
the associated excess electrons (red) permeate the entire simula-
tion box. Pairs of plasma ions (green) and electrons (red) also fill
the box, but move as ensemble with speed vsh in the x-direction
along the homogeneous magnetic field, B0 = B‖0.
ions with number density NCR  Ne moves with the shock
velocity, vsh, along a homogeneous magnetic field. The cur-
rent density carried by CR ions, jCR = eNCRvsh, where e
is the electric charge, is compensated by the return current
density, jret = −eNevd = −jCR, provided by electrons of
number density Ne that slowly drift relative to background
ions with vd = vshNCR/Ne. We add an excess electron pop-
ulation with number density δNe = Ne − Ni = NCR to
maintain charge neutrality.
Maintaining stable conditions with open boundaries re-
quires that the calculations in this work be performed in the
cosmic-ray rest frame. As illustrated in Fig. 1, in the CR rest
frame the electron-ion plasma forms a beam with velocity
vsh. Charge compensation is established with excess elec-
trons that are initiated at rest to maintain current balance.
With this method stable injection of the electron-ion beam
into the numerical box is simpler to achieve than with, e.g.,
adding the excess electrons to the electron-ion beam.
In the linear phase the nonresonant mode has its peak
growth rate at a wavelength smaller than the CR gyro-
radius, λmax  rCRg. The simulation results presented
here are based on a PIC experiment utilizing an extremely
large two-dimensional computational grid of size Lx×Ly =
130, 000 × 12, 000 cells and a total of 5.6 · 1010 macro-
particles. In terms of λmax, the size of the numerical box
is Lx ×Ly ' (293× 27)λ2max. All system constituents – CR
ions, electrons and ions of the ambient plasma beam as well
as the electrons of the excess population – initially fill up
the whole computational box. Periodic boundary conditions
for particles and electromagnetic fields are applied in the
transverse (y) direction. The right and left box boundaries
are open for the ambient beam particles and fields. Fresh
particles of the electron-ion beam are injected at the left
side of the box, where absorbing boundary conditions are
applied for fields. Outflowing beam particles are removed
at the right side of the box, 50 cells off the grid boundary.
Here the mean fluxes of electrons and ions are nearly identi-
cal, and small-scale electromagnetic impulses generated by
local charge imbalances propagate freely towards the open
right boundary for fields, at which they are effectively ab-
sorbed. CR ions are kept inside the box and reflected, if they
encounter the open boundaries for the ambient plasma. The
electron-ion plasma beam pushes the excess electrons to the
right, leaving the much heavier CRs initially unaffected. The
simulated system quickly adjusts itself to the new situation
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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in a numerically stable way, producing a suitable return cur-
rent and compensating for the small charge imbalance, ex-
actly as one would envision a real plasma to respond. The
excess electrons concentrate towards the right boundary for
particles. They are not removed from the system in order to
maintain charge conservation. On account of the high ambi-
ent plasma-to-CR density ratio, the concentrations in excess
electrons are always a small perturbation to the total elec-
tron distribution, even in the nonlinear stage of the instabil-
ity, during which density and field structures are produced
that focus the plasma into compact islands. Therefore, the
excess electrons do not play a significant role in the dynam-
ics of the system. Numerical artifacts at the right boundary
cause field fluctuations with much smaller amplitude than
those of the turbulence in the region of interest. These fluc-
tuations do not radiate into the box in any significant form.
Therefore, the plasma outflow boundary does not have a
noticeable influence on the evolution of Bell’s modes in our
numerical experiment.
The numerical parameters are similar to those used in
our earlier simulation with periodic boundaries (Stroman et
al. 2009), to permit a direct comparison. As in that study,
we also choose jCR to be aligned with B0, in which case
the turbulence takes on the simplest form (Bell 2005). The
chosen parameters were shown in Stroman et al. (2009) to
well resolve all physical characteristics of the nonresonant
instability. The key issue in properly reproducing the insta-
bility characteristics is to assure the so-called magnetiza-
tion condition, γmax/Ωi  1. This condition does not ex-
plicitly depend on specific values of γCR or NCR/Ni, but
these quantities must be chosen so that the instability con-
dition is fulfilled. It is thus justified to say that our sim-
ulation probes the far-upstream structure of the precursor
with high-energy cosmic rays. The rationale for selecting
specific parameters was extensively given in Niemiec et al.
(2008) and in Stroman et al. (2009), and among the drivers
is the low growth rate for high-energy CRs of realistic den-
sity, that does not permit PIC simulations even in 2D. This
rationale is supported with numerical tests, in particular
for the range of NCR/Ni in Niemiec et al. (2008) (also in
Niemiec et al., 2010) and γCR in Stroman et al. (2009). The
electron skin depth λse = c/ωpe = 4∆, where ∆ is the grid
cell size, c is the speed of light, ωpe =
√
e2Ne/0me the
electron plasma frequency and me is the electron mass. CR
ions are represented by a population of isotropic and mo-
noenergetic particles with Lorentz factor ΓCR = 50. The
number density ratio between plasma ions and CR ions is
Ni/NCR = 50, and the assumed plasma magnetization, given
as the ratio of the peak growth rate to the nonrelativis-
tic ion gyrofrequency, is γmax/Ωi = 0.4. The homogeneous
magnetic field, B0 = B‖0, is chosen for a CR gyroradius
rCRg ' 140, 000∆ and an Alfve´n speed vA = 0.01c, with
vA = [B
2
‖0/µ0(Neme +Nimi]
1/2. The ambient plasma beam
moves in the x-direction, parallel to the uniform magnetic
field, with velocity vsh = 0.4c. The initial thermal speed of
electrons, ve,th = 0.01c, is the same for both plasma and ex-
cess electrons. The ions are in thermal equilibrium with the
electrons. Computational constraints force us to use a re-
duced ion-to-electron mass ratio, mi = 50me, for which the
spatial and temporal scales are still clearly separated. The
wavelength of the most unstable mode is λmax ' 444.3∆
and the inverse growth rate is γ−1max ' 14,142 δt, where the
timestep δt = 0.125/ωpe.
We follow the system evolution through the strongly
nonlinear phase up to t γmax = 26.9. Beyond this time the
largest scales of the turbulence structure start to become
comparable to the transverse size of our numerical box,
Ly, and cannot thus be properly resolved. The simulation
uses Nppc = 9 particles per cell per species, and statistical
weights, wg = 0.02, are applied to CRs and excess electrons
to establish the desired density ratio. Pairs of ions and elec-
trons are initiated at the same locations, so that the initial
charge and current vanish. To stabilize the plasma against
nonphysical effects on very long time scales and with a mod-
erate number of particles per cell we apply the numerical
PIC model used recently in Niemiec et al. (2012). The model
involves second-order particle shapes (TSC – Triangular-
Shaped Cloud) and uses a second-order FDTD field-solver
with a weak Friedman filter (Greenwood et al. 2004) to sup-
press small-scale noise. The simulations were performed with
a modified version of the TRISTAN code (Buneman 1993)
parallelized using MPI (Niemiec et al. 2008). We follow all
three components of the particle velocities and electromag-
netic fields. Note that this 2D3V model was demonstrated
to well reproduce the results of fully three-dimensional ki-
netic simulations, including both the magnetic field am-
plification level and the turbulence structure (Niemiec et
al. 2008; Riquelme & Spitkovsky 2009). For the unstable
wavevector aligned with B0 and contained in the simulation
plane, spatial distributions of particle densities and elec-
tromagnetic fields are projections onto a 2D plane of the
turbulent structures observed in three-dimensions with ki-
netic and also MHD simulations. The neglect of gradients
in z-direction inherent to 2D3V simulations may somewhat
impact the development of 3D turbulence structures in the
deep non-linear phase of the instability, e.g. concerning the
size and lifetime of plasma voids, but that is more than bal-
anced by the large benefit of our 2D3V numerical experiment
covering a much wider range of dynamical scales of nonlin-
early evolving turbulence than can be possibly afforded with
a 3D simulation under current computing capabilities.
The numerical model used in this study has been exten-
sively tested. Test simulations with periodic boundary con-
ditions in all directions verified that the physical features
of the nonresonant instability (the growth rate, the wave-
length of the most unstable mode, the nonlinear response)
in the cosmic-ray rest frame match exactly those obtained
in the plasma rest frame with the same parameters (Stro-
man et al. 2009). The results do not significantly change if
the system resolution (the electron skindepth) or the num-
ber of particles per cell, Nppc, are increased. The numerical
stability of plasma injection and escape at the open bound-
ary has been verified in test simulations with an electron-ion
beam propagating in an otherwise empty box. Stability at
the left boundary is ensured by the charge-neutral injec-
tion of particles. Radiation-absorbing boundary conditions
are used as originally implemented in the TRISTAN code
(Buneman 1993).
3 RESULTS
The open boundaries used in this numerical study allow
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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Figure 2. Distribution of (a), the normalized ion number density, (Ni/Ni0), and (b), the normalized magnetic-field component (Bz/B‖0)
at time tγmax = 13, when the magnetic-field amplification is close to saturation. Logarithmic scaling is applied for density. The scaling for
Bz is also logarithmic, but sign-preserving, (sgn(Bz) (3 + log[max(10−3, |Bz |/B‖0)])). The value ±3 hence corresponds to Bz = ±B‖0,
and field amplitudes below 10−3 B‖0 are not resolved. Locations (x1, x2, x3, x4)/λmax = (22.5, 32, 51, 75) marked with black vertical
lines indicate different phases of the system evolution discussed in the text and correspond to time instances t1, t2, t3, and t4 denoted in
Fig. 5. The white rectangular box in Fig. 2b shows the region in which spatially averaged magnetic field amplitude shown with dashed
lines in Fig. 5 is calculated at tγmax = t4 = 13. Only a portion of the simulation box is shown.
Figure 3. The distribution of ion number density and perpendicular magnetic field at the end of the numerical experiment at tγmax =
26.9. The display including the dynamic range is the same as that used in Fig. 2.
us to investigate both the temporal and the spatial devel-
opment of Bell’s nonresonant instability, and they permit
maintaining mass conservation in the system. In Section 3.1
we demonstrate magnetic-field amplification through the
nonresonant instability, its saturation and the main features
of its backreaction on CRs that re-confirm our earlier results
obtained in PIC simulations with periodic boundaries. We
also describe new effects specific to our current, more realis-
tic simulation setup. Section 3.2 presents the microphysical
picture of the nonlinear particle-wave interactions during the
saturation phase that result in kinetic-energy transfer, CR
scattering and plasma heating.
3.1 Nonresonant instability: main features
In this section we describe the state of the system at time
tγmax = 13, when the magnetic-field growth reaches satura-
tion, and at time tγmax = 26.9, when the system is in the
strongly nonlinear phase. We present a global spatial struc-
ture of the far-upstream precursor in Section 3.1.1. Spatio-
temporal development of magnetic field turbulence is de-
scribed in Section 3.1.2, the effects of the nonlinear plasma
response in Section 3.1.3 and the electric field turbulence
in Section 3.1.4. Finally, in Section 3.1.5 we demonstrate
the effects of a compression wave – a new feature revealed
through our modeling with open boundaries – on the field
turbulence and particles in the precursor.
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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3.1.1 Spatial structure of far-upstream precursor
Figs. 2 and 3 show the distributions of the transverse
magnetic-field component, Bz, and the number density of
ambient ions at the two points in time, respectively.
To be noted from Figs. 2 and 3 is the spatial im-
print of the time development of the instability that arises
from the motion of the wave-carrying plasma from left to
right. Growth of magnetic turbulence becomes evident at
x/λmax ≈ 22 and reaches its saturation at x/λmax ≈ 75. In
studies with periodic boundaries only the temporal evolution
was observable. As in the present setup the entire simula-
tion box is filled with CRs and with streaming plasma at
the beginning, the instability development is mainly tempo-
ral in the right part of the box in which the beam particles
have travelled the same distance on the CR background from
the time of their initial injection. Wave growth begins only
close to the left boundary, where fresh plasma is injected,
and as the instability needs a few growth times to reach
a significant amplitude, the wave-carrying plasma will have
streamed a certain distance. Later phases of turbulence de-
velopment need more time, and hence the plasma will have
propagated a larger distance. In the end, the temporal stages
of the instability – exponential growth, nonlinear response,
saturation and cascading – are mapped to certain locations
in x that slowly move to the right on account of the dis-
placement of the CRs, that are pushed on by the streaming
plasma in the nonlinear phase. Travel time is thus unim-
portant for x/λmax & 75 at tγmax = 13 (Fig. 2) and for
x/λmax & 100 at the end of the simulation (Fig. 3), where
we primarily observe the temporal development.
One feature of nonlinear feedback in periodic simula-
tions using plasma-ion rest frame was bulk deceleration of
cosmic rays and acceleration of the thermal plasma until the
remaining streaming was insufficient to further drive turbu-
lence. As we discuss in Section 3.1.2, the same effects are
observed in our current study performed in the CR rest
frame. One consequence of this backreaction in our real-
istic modeling with open boundaries is the appearance of
a strong density enhancement, clearly visible in Fig. 3a at
x/λmax ≈ 100− 130. This compression is caused by the col-
lision of the incoming electron-ion plasma with the deceler-
ated plasma in the turbulence zone. The compression factor
still increases at the end of the simulation and approaches
the value of 4, as in a strong nonrelativistic shock. Detailed
features of this shock-like structure will be described in the
sections that follow.
3.1.2 Spatio-temporal evolution of magnetic turbulence
The spatial and the temporal development of the instabil-
ity are connected through the streaming of the plasma, and
proper interpretation requires knowledge of its bulk velocity.
We have averaged over coordinate y various plasma variables
to produce their spatial profiles in coordinate x. Fig. 4 dis-
plays such profiles of the ion number density, the magnetic
and electric-field amplitudes, the Ex component of the elec-
tric field and particle velocities.
To be noted from Fig. 4b is the magnetic-field amplifi-
cation to about 20B‖0 at tγmax = 26.9, slightly exceeding
that seen in simulations with periodic boundaries (Stroman
et al. 2009) on account of compression. The bulk accelera-
Figure 4. Spatial profiles of the ion number density (a), mag-
netic and electric field amplitudes (b), Ex component of the elec-
tric field (c) and particle velocities (d). Black lines refer to time
tγmax = 13, whereas red lines indicate the status at tγmax = 26.9.
In panel (b), the electric-field amplitude is displayed with dot-
ted lines. In panel (d), dotted lines are for plasma electrons, and
solid lines beginning at v/c = 0.4 indicate the number density of
plasma ions, whereas solid lines beginning at v/c = 0 are for CR
ions. Profiles are calculated for a portion of the simulation box
shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
tion/deceleration observed in earlier studies is also evident
(Fig. 4d), and at the location of the peak amplitude of the
mean magnetic field the bulk velocities of plasma and CRs
have converged to δV . 0.05 c. Associated plasma compres-
sion by up to a factor 4, identified already in Section 3.1.1,
is seen in Fig. 4a for x/λmax ≈ 90 − 130. Essentially all of
it arises late in the evolution, starting from tγmax ≈ 13.0,
close to the instability saturation time, and continuing un-
til the end of the simulation at tγmax = 26.9. The onset
of compression moves with the plasma flow that pushes on
the turbulent zone, and at times tγmax = 13 and 26.9 it is
contained in the white rectangular boxes in Figs. 2 and 3,
respectively.
Knowledge of the plasma bulk speed permits decoupling
of the temporal and the spatial evolution of the instability,
at least in the left part of the simulation box. For that pur-
pose we have defined 4 locations labeled x1, x2, x3 and x4
and marked them in Fig. 2. We also marked in white a re-
gion around x4. These 4 locations correspond to the first
emergence of waves (1), their exponential growth (2), enter-
ing the regime δB & B‖0 (3) and saturation (4). As wave-
particle interactions can begin only at the left boundary of
the simulation box and a certain distance implies a specific
streaming time, the four locations correspond to points t1,
t2, t3 and t4 in the temporal evolution of the instability.
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Figure 5. Time evolution of the spatially averaged and nor-
malized magnetic-field strength and plasma density in the com-
pression region. Field amplitudes averaged in the region between
x/λmax ≈ 135 and x/λmax ≈ 180 are shown with solid lines.
Dashed lines show the field amplitudes averaged in a region of
thickness of 11λmax centered on and co-moving with the com-
pression wave, that is marked with a white box in Figs. 2 and 3.
Magnetic-field components perpendicular and parallel to the ini-
tial homogeneous field, B0, are marked with red and green lines,
respectively. Black lines denote the total magnetic-field strength.
The development of the compression region is indicated by the
blue dashed line that traces the density evolution in that region.
Refer to Fig. 2 for explanation of time markers t1 − t4.
Recalling that the streaming time for 135 . x/λmax .
180 is not smaller than the simulation time, implying we
primarily observe the temporal evolution, we can directly
compare our new results with the earlier investigations. In
Fig. 5 we plot with solid lines the time evolution of the
magnetic-field amplitudes spatially averaged in the region
135 . x/λmax . 180, that does not contain the compres-
sion wave. We add the time markers t1 – t4 and can now
compare the state of the system with that observed at the
corresponding locations x1 – x4 in Fig. 2.
The waves that start to emerge at x/λmax = x1 & 22.5
(Fig. 2) move with the beam (i.e., they are stationary in the
ambient plasma rest frame) and have wave vectors parallel
to the plasma drift with wavelength ∼ λmax. At this lo-
cation the electron-ion beam has propagated through the
CR plasma for tγmax = t1 ≈ 3.5, and we see in Fig. 5
that at this time the first sign of growth in B⊥ appears. At
x/λmax = x2 ≈ 32 the waves are clearly visible in Fig. 2 and
in the temporal development depicted in Fig. 5 the exponen-
tial growth with rate & 0.9 γmax begins. At tγmax = t3 ≈ 8
the turbulent field becomes comparable to the strength of
the homogeneous magnetic field, 〈δB/B‖0〉 & 1. We ob-
serve at the corresponding location x3 that the magnetic
fluctuations start to deviate from a purely parallel mode,
and the dominant length scale begins to exceed λmax. The
subsequent evolution leads to isotropic turbulence beyond
x/λmax = x4 ≈ 75, corresponding to the saturation at
tγmax & t4 = 13 at the level 〈δB/B‖0〉 ≈ 15. At later times
the mean field amplitude stays at roughly the same level
but the turbulence scale quickly evolves to very long wave-
lengths, as is seen in Fig. 3 for x/λmax & 110.
The magnetic-field is amplified to essentially the same
amplitude as in our earlier simulations using periodic bound-
aries (Stroman et al. 2009). Fig. 5 also displays with dashed
lines the magnetic-field amplitudes in the compression re-
gion where, as noted before, larger amplification is reached.
One can note that magnetic-field amplification in the com-
pression wave grows steadily, and by the end of our numeri-
cal experiment the field has an amplitude ∼ 30% higher than
that provided through the nonresonant instability (compare
Fig. 4b). It does not reach saturation, which suggest that
the compression structure has not yet attained a steady
state, as shown by the blue dashed curve in Fig. 5. The
total magnetic-field amplification in a portion of the pre-
cursor thus results from compression, and our simulation is
uniquely suited to recover it.
3.1.3 Nonlinear plasma response
As the magnetic field grows to amplitudes 〈δB/B‖0〉 &
1, plasma-density perturbations appear (Fig. 2a for x &
x3), that are accompanied by velocity fluctuations. In this
strongly nonlinear phase, plasma parcels begin to move, col-
lide with each other and collapse into turbulently moving
filaments, causing distortions of the initially parallel mag-
netic modes. The plasma also slows down in bulk, in par-
ticular during the late phase. Whereas at time tγmax = 13
the electron-ion beam decelerated only from the initial drift
speed of 0.4c to ∼ 0.35c in the region of strong turbulence
(x/λmax & 60), by tγmax = 26.9 the beam drifts slowly with
v ∼ 0.15c (red lines in Fig. 4d). Bulk CR motion with mean
velocity of∼ 0.1c is likewise observed, and the bulk velocities
of the three plasma species converge (the slight reduction in
CR bulk speed toward x ≈ 180λmax results from the re-
flecting boundary condition for CRs). Further growth of the
turbulence is thus limited in this region and the instability
saturates.
If we envision Bell’s instability to be an agent of
magnetic-field amplification in the precursor region of SNR
shocks, we must also consider it as a means of shock mod-
ification by deceleration and compression of the upstream
plasma (for a review see, e.g., Blandford & Eichler 1987).
We initiate our simulations with a constant CR density, and
so the backreaction is not driven by a gradient in CR pres-
sure, but generates it. In any case, the feedback on the up-
stream plasma will also modify the thermal sub-shock, and a
new balance between particle acceleration and its feedback
will be established. We do not explicitly model the shock
that provides the CRs, and so we cannot determine that
statistical equilibrium between shock acceleration of CRs,
the build-up of magnetic turbulence in the precursor, and
the backreaction of CRs and turbulence on the inflowing
plasma.
3.1.4 Electric field turbulence
Associated with the magnetic turbulence in the nonlinear
stage is a turbulent electric field whose amplitude is an or-
der of magnitude smaller than that of the magnetic field
(see Fig. 4b). This electric field initially arises as v × B
motional term of the bulk flow with the mainly transverse
magnetic fluctuations, and hence its dominant components
are Ey and Ez. The electric fluctuations appear when the
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Figure 6. Longitudinal phase-space distribution of plasma elec-
trons (a) and ions (b) at the end of the simulation run at
tγmax = 26.9. The four regions marked with vertical dotted lines
and colour-coded numbers denote portions of the box from which
the particle spectra in Figs. 7, 11 and 12 are extracted.
magnetic modes have grown to nonlinear amplitude (e.g., at
x/λmax ≈ 45 at tγmax = 13 in Fig. 4b).
Once the plasma attains turbulent motions, an Ex com-
ponent appears as well (for x/λmax ≈ 55 at tγmax = 13,
Fig. 4b). In contrast to the perpendicular electric-field com-
ponents that oscillate around zero, the average longitudinal
component in the turbulent zone is essentially always posi-
tive, as demonstrated in Fig. 4c. Most of the Ex field results
from vyBz and vzBy terms. The presence of this mean par-
allel electric field is a response of the system to the CR
electric current (e.g., Bell 2005; Zirakashvili et al. 2008). Its
role in the microscopic particle motions will be discussed in
Section 3.2.
The spatial structure of the plasma velocity profile can
be traced in Fig. 6 that shows the longitudinal phase-space
distribution at tγmax = 26.9 (see also discussion on Fig. 9
in Sec. 3.2). Evident in Fig. 6 for x/λmax & 90 is the sig-
nificant plasma heating in the region of the strong density
and velocity fluctuations. The irregular phase-space struc-
ture for electrons visible in Fig. 6a reflects localized heating,
the details of which will be discussed in the next section.
Here we only note that although the dominant part of the
electric fields arises from magnetic-field transport, there also
exists an electrostatic field component. It can be calculated
by either performing a Lorentz transformation of the fields
into the local plasma rest frame or by directly solving the
Poisson equation. Both methods reveal electric-field fluctua-
tions that can inelastically scatter particles and modify their
distribution.
3.1.5 Phase-space structure of the compression wave
As noted above, our realistic precursor modeling reveals the
compression wave that can be observed in Figs. 3 and 4 for
x/λmax ≈ 90−130. The phase-space structure in the vicinity
of this feature is shown in Fig. 6. Beside the density increase
by a factor of four (Fig. 4a), the plasma is strongly heated, as
observed in nonrelativistic shock waves. The structure also
exhibits a distinctive feature of a supercritical shock – in the
upstream region a population of the reflected plasma ions is
observed that it is clearly visible in Fig. 6b as a diffuse parti-
Figure 7. Kinetic-energy spectra of CR ions in the four colour-
coded regions shown in Fig. 6. The spectra are normalized and
calculated at time tγmax = 26.9 in the simulation frame. The
vertical dotted line at Γ−1 = 49 marks the initial mono-energetic
CR distribution.
cle beam with negative momenta for x/λmax . 90, extending
almost to the plasma injection boundary at the left side of
the simulation box. Although the phase-space density of the
reflected ions is very low, they cause substantial heating of
the incoming plasma electrons. They possibly also modify
the magnetic-field structure through, e.g., ion-beam stream-
ing instabilities (e.g., Niemiec et al. 2012). Any distortions
of the magnetic turbulence resulting from such instabilities
would appear as magnetic filaments and are thus difficult
to identify in the fluctuations that are already organized in
the form of filaments upstream of the shock-like structure.
Additional effects of the compression wave will be discussed
in particle spectra presented in the section that follows.
3.2 Microphysics of the saturation process
The energy and momentum transfer between CRs and the
plasma that leads to the saturation of the nonresonant insta-
bility is mediated by highly turbulent large-amplitude elec-
tromagnetic fields. These fields scatter the particles and sig-
nificantly modify their distributions. In this section we de-
scribe these processes at the micro-physical level. CR scat-
tering in the Bell’s turbulence is presented in Section 3.2.1
and discussed in the context of their spatial diffusion in Sec-
tion 3.2.2. The background electron-ion plasma heating and
scattering is described in Sections 3.2.3, 3.2.4 and 3.2.5.
3.2.1 Cosmic-ray scattering
Figs. 7 and 8 show CR kinetic-energy spectra and phase-
space distributions at the end of our simulation at tγmax =
26.9. Results for the four physically distinct regions marked
in Fig. 6 are presented with different colours. The degree of
CR scattering and anisotropy is apparent. It is also evident
that most of the scattering is inelastic and results in either
acceleration or deceleration of CR particles as they probe
the turbulent precursor regions.
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Figure 8. Phase-space distributions of CRs in the simulation
frame and at time tγmax = 26.9, compared with the initial distri-
bution marked with a thin semicircle. As in Fig. 7, we distinguish
by colour the distributions in four regions marked in Fig. 6.
Deeper insight into CR scattering is provided by
Fig. 9, that shows the kinetic-energy evolution and the x-
component of particle trajectories for typical CRs. Scat-
tering in energy commences at time tγmax ≈ t3 = 8 (see
Fig. 5), when the amplitude of magnetic turbulence be-
comes comparable to the strength of the homogeneous field,
〈δB/B‖0〉 & 1. The mean energy increases from the ini-
tial Γ − 1 = 49 to approximately 50 by tγmax ≈ 18 and
shows little change at later times. Much of the mean energy
gain arises from the bulk energy transfer from the ambi-
ent plasma beam that is demonstrated in Fig. 4d. Corre-
spondingly, the most efficient scattering takes place before
tγmax ≈ 18. Inspection of individual particle trajectories
shows that CRs initially move on almost rectilinear paths
on account of their large Larmor radii and then become de-
flected in pitch angle as they pass through regions of strong
magnetic field of varying polarity. Part of the scattering may
be resonant with the waves generated via the instability
(Stroman et al. 2009; Luo & Melrose 2009), but most of
it results from inelastic scattering off electromagnetic tur-
bulence. Consequently the time histories of particle energy
in Fig. 9a show corrugated structures. Scattering in energy
occurs in the electric fields associated with the motion of
turbulent magnetic field.
An interesting feature can be observed in Fig. 9: CRs
that travel along with the plasma flow in the positive x-
direction are accelerated (e.g., particles No. 1 and 2, shown
with black and magenta lines), whereas those moving against
the flow become decelerated (e.g., CR No. 6, shown with the
yellow line). Particles that change the x-component of their
motions upon scattering seem to gain or lose their energy ac-
cordingly (e.g., CRs No. 3, 4, and 5, shown with blue, green
and red lines). To be scattered, a particle must reside in the
Figure 9. Time evolution of the kinetic energies (a) and x coor-
dinates (b) for a sample of cosmic-ray particles. Selected particles
are marked with numbers from 1 to 6 and highlighted with colour
for better visibility. Kinks in the trajectories are due to particle
reflections off the box boundaries. The dotted horizontal line at
Γ− 1 = 49 marks the initial CR energy. The thin solid black line
shows the evolution of the mean energy for all CR particles in the
simulation.
region of strongly nonlinear turbulence, and hence fluctua-
tions in energy are seen predominantly at times tγmax & 10
and particles at locations x & 80λmax. These characteris-
tics of CR scattering result from the structure of turbulent
electric fields described in Section 3.1.4.
The Ex field component in the turbulence region is on
average nonzero and directed in the positive x-direction. It
is induced in the system by the CR electric current and
allows bulk-energy transfer between the CRs, the ambient
plasma and the turbulence. In the initial CR rest frame of
our simulation the mean electric field will extract energy
from the ambient plasma beam at a rate −Exjret, causing
a bulk acceleration of CRs and a bulk slow-down of the
ambient beam flow velocity, as observed in Figs. 4d and 9a.
At the level of individual particle trajectories the same field
causes a net acceleration for CR ions traveling along the
flow and a net deceleration for CR particles moving in the
negative x-direction. Momentum change by the dominant
Ey and Ez fields averages to zero for CRs. The thermal speed
of ions is small, as is their Larmor radius, and the ions are
more susceptible to the effects of the turbulent fields than
are CR particles. We will describe in detail the microphysics
of ion scattering and their heating in Sections 3.2.3 – 3.2.5.
The yellow line in Fig. 7 indicates a high-energy bump
resulting from efficient CR scattering, which requires a large
region of strong turbulence. Evidently our simulation setup
provides a sufficient volume filled with turbulence, but in
reality, this region may be limited in size by the presence of
a shock and also by lower-energy CRs that reside closer to
the shock and modify the turbulence structure there. Hence,
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Figure 10. Solid red lines display the spatial diffusion coefficient,
K(t), (a) and its time derivative (b) as function of time, calcu-
lated for CRs residing in the region of strong magnetic turbulence,
x/λmax & 110, from time tγmax = t4 = 13 (see Fig. 5) until the
end of the numerical experiment. Dashed green lines correspond
to the motion of particles in the initial homogeneous magnetic
field. Extension of their initial directions is shown with dotted
lines.
the CR spectra formed in this region are presented here
to illustrate the main features of the physical processes in
the precursor and not to provide quantitative predictions.
The latter would require a full shock simulation, includ-
ing the electron dynamics. A similar remark applies to the
spectrum and phase-space distribution of CRs calculated
for the very far upstream region (x/λmax = 10 − 30, blue
line/points in Fig. 7/Fig. 8a). In this zone CRs scattered
off their initial distribution might be overabundant on ac-
count of the reflecting boundary that prohibits leakage of
these particles away from the strongly turbulent region in
which they originated. A similar caveat applies to the re-
gion x/λmax = 160 − 180 where reflected CRs from the
rear boundary lower the bulk speed in the simulation. The
distributions calculated in the zone of small-amplitude tur-
bulence (x/λmax = 70 − 90, green line/points) and at the
compression wave (x/λmax = 90 − 110, red line/points) are
least influenced by boundary conditions. Some anisotropy
in these distributions comes from particles reflected off the
compressed field of the shock-like structure.
3.2.2 Spatial diffusion of cosmic rays
The motion of CRs in the region of strong magnetic turbu-
lence resembles diffusion in space. We can calculate a run-
ning diffusion coefficient as
K(t) =
〈(x− x0)2〉+ 〈(y − y0)2〉
4 t
, (3)
where x0 and y0 are the initial particle locations. The run-
ning diffusion coefficient, K(t), and its time derivative are
shown in Fig. 10 with solid red lines. The coefficient is cal-
culated from time tγmax = t4 = 13 until the end of the
simulation and for all CRs that continuously reside in the
strongly turbulent zone at x/λmax & 110. Particles diffusing
in from the small-amplitude region, as well as those that
leak into the latter zone, are ignored.
One notes that CR motion is not truly diffusive, as
the running diffusion coefficient does not reach constancy,
K(t) = const. However, it clearly deviates from helical mo-
tion. If particles would only gyrate in the initial homoge-
neous magnetic field, then the running diffusion coefficient
would behave as
K(t)
λ2maxγmax
= 20.8 γmaxt+
105
3 γmaxt
sin2
(
γmaxt
40
)
, (4)
which leads to the dashed green lines in Fig. 10. K(t)
clearly deviates from that but does not reach a constant
level during the simulation. As Bell’s instability operates
at k rCRg  1, the magnetic-field fluctuations can only im-
pose scattering, and the time derivative of K(t) in Fig. 10b
indicates a linear decrease toward dK(t)/dt = 0, whereas
gyration would lead to a parabolic decline. One can esti-
mate the time, tdiff , needed for CRs to transition into the
diffusion regime by extrapolating the derivative down to
dK/dt = 0, i.e., K(tdiff) = const. The required time is
tdiffγmax ≈ 36.5 ± 1, and the spatial diffusion coefficient
would reach D = K(tdiff) = (770± 20) λ2maxγmax. The time
tdiff considerably extends beyond the duration of our numer-
ical experiment.
Let us compare our approximate value of the diffusion
coefficient, D, with that allowed in the Bohm limit. For that
purpose we shall write the Bohm diffusion coefficient as
DB =
r2CRg,f
τ
, (5)
where rCRg,f is the final CR gyro-radius in the amplified
magnetic field and τ is the mean time between scattering
events. In the root-mean square field, the final CR gyro-
radius is rCRg,f ≈ 18λmax. The typical coherence length
of the magnetic turbulence is about 7λmax, and the time
needed for CRs to propagate one coherence length may be
taken as proxy of the scattering time, τγmax ≈ 0.44. Our
estimate of the Bohm diffusion coefficient hence is
DB ≈ 740 λ2maxγmax, (6)
which is numerically similar to our estimated value of D.
One can thus conclude that the spatial CR scattering ob-
served in the strongly turbulent region generated due to the
nonresonant instability is compatible with Bohm diffusion in
the amplified magnetic field. Note, that similar conclusion
was achieved for pitch-angle scattering of a mildly relativis-
tic CR beam interacting with Bell’s turbulence (Niemiec et
al. 2010).
3.2.3 Spectra of ambient plasma
We extract particle data for the four regions along the flow,
that are marked in Fig. 6, and compute kinetic-energy spec-
tra for electrons and ions at the end of the simulation run
at time tγmax = 26.9, that are shown in Figs. 11 and 12,
respectively. The spectra are calculated in the local plasma
rest frame, i.e., accounting for turbulent plasma motions.
The plasma particles are successively heated as they
stream through the background of CRs, exciting the non-
resonant instability that nonlinearly grows in the region of
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Figure 11. Kinetic-energy spectra of plasma electrons in the four
regions along the flow marked in Fig. 6. The spectra are normal-
ized and calculated at time tγmax = 26.9 in the local plasma
frame. The electron energy is given in units of the ion rest-mass
energy. Dotted lines indicate fits of a relativistic Maxwellian.
Figure 12. Kinetic-energy spectra of plasma ions in four regions
across the flow (see Fig. 11).
strong turbulence. Effective plasma heating is evident in the
band x/λmax = 90− 110 (red lines, No. 3), and the electron
spectra have largely relaxed to a Maxwellian in the area
x/λmax = 160 − 180 (yellow lines, No. 4). The ion spec-
tra still clearly deviate from Maxwellians and show supra-
thermal tails. The two species remain close to equipartition
in bulk, but a substantial fraction of ions can achieve more
than an order of magnitude higher energies than do elec-
trons. This suggests that although the heating mechanism
for both plasma species appears similar, either thermal re-
laxation of ions is slow or there exists another process that
enables further energization of ions beyond the thermal pool.
The spectra calculated in the region of the compression
wave (x/λmax = 90 − 110, red lines, No. 3), through which
the system transitions from small-amplitude fluctuations to
highly nonlinear turbulence, show a complex structure, as
expected. As discussed already in Section 3.1.5, plasma com-
pression causes reflection of ions back to the upstream region
of the compression zone (compare Fig. 6). The reflected pop-
ulation can be observed as a high-energy bump in the ion
spectrum for the region x/λmax = 70−90 (green line No. 2 in
Fig. 12). These particles interact with the incoming plasma
and cause a tail in the otherwise thermal ion distribution
that covers the energy range 5 · 10−3 & Γi − 1 . 10−1. The
reflected particles reach far upstream and are still visible in
the spectra for the area x/λmax = 10−30 (blue line No. 1 in
Fig. 12). The counterstreaming ions also influence the elec-
trons that react with the formation of spectral tails (blue
and green lines in Fig. 11).
3.2.4 Micro-physics of plasma heating
To investigate the micro-physics of plasma heating we ana-
lyze the turbulence structure in a small portion of the com-
putational box located in the region of strongly nonlinear
field fluctuations. Fig. 13 shows maps of the Bz magnetic-
field amplitude and the ion number density, overlaid on
the in-plane magnetic and electric field lines, respectively
(Fig. 13a-b). We also display maps of the mean kinetic en-
ergy of ions and electrons (Fig. 13c-d) that serve as proxy
for their temperatures. The maps are calculated at time
tγmax = 15 and are representative of the strongly nonlinear
stage of turbulence development. To aid the cross-correlation
of features in the maps we add crosses as marks.
To be noted from the figure is the organization of the
turbulent plasma into filaments and islands of enhanced
density that surround plasma voids of very low density
(Fig. 13b). Inspection of the plasma velocity fluctuations
reveals that these structures are vortices that are filled with
very strong perpendicular magnetic field (Bz) and wrapped
in quasi-circular in-plane magnetic field (Bx and By). These
features are known from earlier studies of the nonresonant
instability and have been explained as consequence of the
jret×B force, that accelerates the plasma away from the cav-
ities, due to a local return current, jret, that is unbalanced
by the homogeneously distributed CRs (see, e.g., Niemiec et
al. 2008). The ion temperature (Fig. 13c) is particularly high
in regions of very low plasma density, an example of which
are the cavity structures at (x/λmax, y/λmax) ≈ (125.5, 16−
20), (129, 23) and (130.5, 20.5), as well as the filaments at
(x/λmax, y/λmax) ≈ (127, 19−21) and (138.5, 19−21). Like-
wise, the ions are cold in filaments and islands of high plasma
density, for example at (x/λmax, y/λmax) ≈ (134.5, 20− 24).
The electron temperature largely follows that of the ions,
although small differences in the locations of the most ef-
ficient heating can be noticed (Fig. 13d). The anticorrela-
tion between plasma density and temperature indicates that
plasma heating does not result from adiabatic compression
in turbulently moving plasma parcels. In fact, the extent of
heating depends on the strength of the electric fields that
are associated with the magnetic turbulence.
As discussed in Section 3.1, the vorticity present in the
region of strongly nonlinear turbulence induces motional
electric field in all directions. In particular, the Ex field
component is contributed by the terms vyBz and vzBy.
One can note, that the electric field is weak or disap-
pears completely in most of the density filaments. This is
because the magnetic-field amplitude is in most locations
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Figure 13. Distribution of the normalized magnetic-field amplitude Bz/B0 (a), normalized ion number density Ni/Ni0 (b) and the mean
kinetic energy (temperature) of ions (c) and electrons (d), all taken at time tγmax = 15 in a small region harboring strong turbulence.
Linear scales are used in all maps. Overlaid on the maps in panels (a), (c) and (d) are in-plane magnetic-field lines and likewise in-plane
electric-field lines in panel (b). The white crosses are intended to facilitate cross-correlation of various details. One example of an ion
trajectory is shown as white solid line for times tγmax 6 15 and as dashed line for later times.
Figure 14. Distribution of the charge density in the plasma (a) and the resulting electrostatic field (b).
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dominated by the Bz component, whose change of sign be-
tween magnetic vortices leads to the cancellation of the mo-
tional electric fields. The plasma heating can therefore oc-
cur in neighboring regions with weaker magnetic field, in
which the electric field is present and can accelerate low-
density particles. Correspondingly, efficient heating arises
in plasma cavities where large-amplitude electric field is
present. Such regions can be clearly identified in Fig. 13
around (x/λmax, y/λmax) ≈ (125.5, 19.5) or (130.5, 16.5).
The amount of heat acquired by electrons or ions at
specific locations depends on the configuration of the elec-
tromagnetic fields and the local plasma flow. Motional elec-
tric field by definition vanishes in the local flow frame, and
so particles that by their kinetic energy are indistinguish-
able from the bulk will follow the plasma flow without sig-
nificant energization. Additional electric field is required to
heat such particles. In Fig. 14 we display the charge den-
sity of the plasma and the corresponding electrostatic field
in the same region as chosen for Fig. 13. The Poisson equa-
tion, ∇·E = e
0
(Ni−Ne), provides virtually the same field as
that calculated in the local plasma rest frame, but details are
better visible because the local plasma frame does not need
to be resolved at small scales. To be noted from the figure
is that many but not all locations with high plasma temper-
ature coincide with regions of large-amplitude electrostatic
field. Even in the plasma cavities one finds electrostatic field,
and the potential energy is transferred to few particles, lead-
ing to a high kinetic energy. The charge separation that pro-
vides electrostatic field must be driven, and plasma heating
damps the fields. A direct comparison of field strength and
plasma temperature is impeded by the electrostatic field be-
ing a snapshot and the temperature representing the heating
history of a plasma parcel. As electrons are far more mobile
along the magnetic field than are ions, heat is redistributed
efficiently. Hence the spatial variation in electron tempera-
ture appears less dramatic than that of ions.
3.2.5 Plasma ion and electron scattering
The electrostatic heating applies to low-energy (thermal)
electrons and ions that are tight to the bulk flow. A few par-
ticles, that manage to gain higher energies, are pulled out of
the thermal pool and further accelerated. They sample the
turbulent convective fields, undergoing stochastic scattering.
The trajectory of such an ion is shown in Fig. 13, the details
of its energization history are presented in Fig. 15. A parti-
cle traveling in the turbulent field is deflected by magnetic
irregularities and scattered upon passage through regions
of opposite polarity. The motional electric field associated
with the magnetic turbulence then accelerates or deceler-
ates a particle depending on its local direction of motion,
which is demonstrated in Fig. 15. At time tγmax = 15, for
example, the ion is instantaneously accelerated on account
of work in the Ex and Ez electric-field components that pro-
vide a net positive product q(v ·E) (see Fig. 15b-c). Shortly
before that, at tγmax = 14.8, the particle was slightly decel-
erated when it moved against the then dominant Ey electric
field component. The excellent correlation between the to-
tal rate of energization and that of work in the electric field
suggests that all gains and losses in ion energy measured
in the simulation arise from work in the turbulent electric
field. To be noted from Fig. 15c is that while the work in
Figure 15. Panel (a): Energy evolution of a selected background
ion. Panel (b): The rate of energy change, dΓ/dt, measured in
the simulation (black line) and the value calculated as the rate of
electric work, q(v ·E), along the trajectory of the ion (red line).
The two lines are offset for clarity (+ 5 units and -5 units), and
the zero level is indicated by horizontal solid lines. Panel (c): The
rate of electric work decomposed into its x, y and z components.
All curves are smoothed.
the Ey and Ez fields averages to zero and would result in
scattering in momentum space, the work in Ex is on aver-
age positive, implying quasi-continuous gain in energy. This
behaviour resembles that observed for CR ions. As noted in
Section 3.2.1, CR ions tend to gain energy when moving in
positive x-direction and to lose energy otherwise.
Scattering of supra-thermal electrons proceeds in a sim-
ilar way as for the ions. However, due to their small mass
compared to the ions, the electrons tend to experience lo-
cally strong acceleration or deceleration, and abrupt en-
ergy gains and losses can occur as a particle moves through
different turbulence regions. Consequently, the work of all
electric-field components can contribute. Beside scattering
in the convective electric field, some electrons can be accel-
erated directly in the Ez field at the magnetic-reconnection
sites that may be formed between plasma parcels. Since
these sites are very few, acceleration in the reconnection
structures is much less efficient than that resulting from mo-
tional electric fields.
4 DISCUSSION
Our new realistic setup with open boundaries permits us to
study the spatial structure of a far-upstream SNR precursor
region in which the nonresonant instability generates strong
magnetic turbulence. One of the new features revealed in our
study is the compression structure, reminiscent of a strong
nonrelativistic supercritical shock with almost four-fold den-
sity increase. It arises from the difference in the flow speed
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between the incoming quasi-laminar and weakly-perturbed
plasma and the plasma in the region of strong turbulence
that has already slowed down due to backreaction effects.
In comparison to the energy density and inertia of the back-
ground plasma, the energy density and bulk momentum of
CRs in real shock precursors of young SNRs are likely a
bit smaller than they are in this simulation. The upstream
plasma will always suffer some deceleration, although that
might be weaker in real precursors than is observed in this
study. Also, the CRs will always be pushed back, and that
may be the dominant effect for realistic energy-density ra-
tios. Hence, the level of compression will clearly depend on
the acceleration efficiency of the shock. In any case, Bell’s
nonresonant mode is an efficient means to transfer bulk mo-
mentum from the CRs to the upstream plasma. Ignoring
escape and assuming isotropy at the shock, the CR pressure
in the precursor is ΠCR ≈ UCR/3, where UCR is the cosmic-
ray energy density. In the fluid picture the gradient of the
CR pressure is compensated by the gradient of the plasma
momentum flux, yielding for the total change in plasma flow
velocity
δΠCR = −ρup Vup δV ⇒ δV = Vup
6
UCR
Uup
' 2vANe−fold,
(7)
where Uup = ρup V
2
up/2 is the far-upstream bulk-flow energy
density of the unshocked plasma. For the last equality we
used Eqs. 10-12 of Niemiec et al. (2008) to relate the energy-
density ratio to the Alfve´n speed upstream of the shock and
the number of e-foldings that is available for linear growth of
Bell’s instability before the plasma is captured by the shock.
For standard parameters (B0 ≈ 10 µG and nup ' 0.5 cm−3)
we find vA ' 30 km/s, and reaching the saturation level of
Bell’s mode should require at least the 15 e-foldings that it
needs in our simulations. The expected velocity decrement
of the upstream flow is then δV ≈ 900 km/s, much larger
than the sound speed, and so it is quite conceivable that
also under realistic conditions a compression front develops
in the shock precursor, provided Bell’s instability accounts
for magnetic-field amplification to saturation level. In any
case, the modification to the upstream flow would be large.
Electromagnetic turbulence is accompanied by signif-
icant heating of background electrons and ions. We show
that this heating does not result from adiabatic compression
in density filaments formed by turbulently moving plasma
parcels, as was deduced from MHD studies. Instead, the
highest plasma temperatures are reached in regions of very
low plasma density that harbor large-amplitude electrostatic
fields. We expect that plasma heating in the precursor has
impact on the properties of the shock at which CRs are
accelerated, and the system will likely approach a new bal-
ance between shock acceleration, driving of the nonresonant
mode and its feedback in the precursor.
The scattering of CRs in space containing the turbu-
lence amplified through the nonresonant instability is shown
here to be compatible with Bohm diffusion, when the turbu-
lence coherence scale is taken into account. As the precursor
size scales with the mean free path for scattering,
L ' D
vup
=
c
3 vup
λmfp, (8)
the system is about 25λmfp in size, and CRs should reach
the diffusive regime. Our estimate of the spatial diffusion
rate being close to the Bohm limit is compatible with re-
cent studies of nonresonant turbulence. Reville et al. (2008)
investigated particle transport by following CR trajecto-
ries in a static snapshot of the magnetic field amplified
through the nonresonant instability to nonlinear amplitude
of δB/B‖0 ∼ 5, i.e., before the turbulence growth has started
to slow down and saturate. They found the diffusion rate be-
low the Bohm limit in the pre-existing uniform field for par-
ticles with an energy considerably lower than that of CRs
driving the turbulence, while kmaxrCRg & 1 is still satis-
fied. Reville & Bell (2013) ran coupled MHD-kinetic simula-
tions that allowed for the CR filamentation instability and
included the full CR dynamics, but regulated the driving
to maintain an approximately constant CR current. They
demonstrated sub-Bohm diffusion in the pre-existing field
for CR driving the field growth, but estimated the diffusion
coefficient to be comparable with the Bohm limit in the root-
mean-squared magnetic-field amplitude. Similar results were
reported for full shock hybrid-kinetic simulations of strong
shocks by Caprioli & Spitkovsky (2014) for particles with
energies close to the maximum energy, Emax, propagating
in strongly nonlinear turbulence generated via nonresonant
instability by escaping CRs with E & Emax.
As a final note, the nonresonant instability, stimulating
the magnetic field growth on scales small compared with the
gyroradii of CRs driving it, should be accompanied by CR
filamentation (Bell 2005; Reville & Bell 2012). The growth
rate of the instability is proportional to the root mean square
of the transverse component of the magnetic field, 〈δB⊥〉,
and so filamentation can efficiently grow only after the
small-scale field has been significantly amplified. The scale
above which filamentation dominates over the nonresonant
instability can be estimated as krCRg = 〈δB⊥/B‖0〉2vsh/c
(Reville & Bell 2012). For our simulation the wavelength,
λ ' 10, 000∆, is comparable with the transverse size of
the simulation box, and so CR filamentation cannot be cap-
tured. However, at late times we observe nonuniform struc-
tures in the CR number density, suggesting that the fila-
mentation instability partially operates, although extended
CR filamentary structures and the accompanying magnetic
fields are not observed. Likewise, secondary MHD instabil-
ities operating on scales larger than the CR Larmor radius
cannot be described by our simulation (e.g., Bykov et al.
2011; Rogachevskii et al. 2012).
5 SUMMARY
We present results of a 2.5-dimensional PIC simulation of a
nonresonant cosmic-ray-current-driven instability that is be-
lieved to operate at parallel shocks of young supernova rem-
nants and provide magnetic-field amplification there. Ear-
lier numerical investigations of this instability used periodic
boundary conditions that allow to follow only the tempo-
ral development of the system. They also did not account
for mass conservation, and hence did not properly describe
the nonlinear backreaction of the turbulence that involves
bulk deceleration of CRs and background plasma. Our cur-
rent study should be more realistic, as it for the first time
employs open boundaries that permit plasma inflow on one
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side of the simulation box and outflow at the other end. This
alleviates the continuity issue and also allows studying both
the spatial and temporal evolution of the system. Our main
results can be summarized as follows:
• We demonstrate magnetic-field amplification consistent
with that found in studies with periodic simulation boxes.
The evolutionary stages of the nonresonant instability, i.e.,
the first emergence of waves, their initial exponential growth,
their attaining nonlinear wave amplitudes, their saturation
and wave cascading, that have been observed in the earlier
studies only as temporal evolution, can now be mapped to
specific locations in the shock precursor, and the relation
between the spatial and the temporal development becomes
visible.
• We confirm the nonlinear backreaction of the amplified
magnetic turbulence as modification of the bulk motion of
CRs and plasma. Saturation of the instability is provided
by an effective convergence of the bulk velocities of CRs
and ambient plasma.
• The magnetic field is amplified through the nonreso-
nant instability to 〈δB/B‖0〉 ≈ 15, i.e., essentially the same
level as observed in our earlier simulations using periodic
boxes (Stroman et al. 2009). Stronger amplification can be
achieved through congestion in the region where incoming
ISM plasma is decelerated to form a compression region.
• The formation of this compression region is revealed
for the first time. The plasma density abruptly increases
there by a factor of 4, and a population of ions reflected
from this shock-like structure appears. Streaming of the re-
flected ions against the ambient plasma flow may cause fur-
ther magnetic-field generation via filamentation instabilities.
• In the nonlinear phase the magnetic turbulence is ac-
companied by strong density and velocity fluctuations. Tur-
bulent electric field also appears at amplitudes an order of
magnitude smaller than those of the magnetic field.
• Turbulent electric field mainly arises from magnetic-
field transport, but there is also an electrostatic field com-
ponent resulting from charge separation in the background
plasma. On account of significant transverse plasma mo-
tions, an electric-field component in plasma drift direction
with nonzero mean amplitude is present in the turbulence
region. Bulk energy is transferred between CRs, the ambient
plasma and turbulence through work in this field.
• The development of nonlinear turbulence is accompa-
nied by significant heating of the background plasma. Ambi-
ent electrons and ions remain close to equipartition in bulk.
While electrons are largely thermalized, the ions strongly
deviate from a Maxwellian distribution and show supra-
thermal spectral tails. The plasma heating is not adiabatic,
is most efficient in low-density regions, and results from
large-amplitude electrostatic fields.
• Turbulent electric field inelastically scatters CRs, in-
troducing significant anisotropy and modifying their energy
distribution. Stochastic scattering off the turbulent electric
field is also responsible for the generation of supra-thermal
tails in the spectra of plasma ions.
• Spatial of scattering of CRs in the turbulence generated
via the nonresonant instability is compatible with Bohm dif-
fusion, when corrected for the coherence scale of the turbu-
lence.
In conclusion, our results support the notion that the
nonresonant instability can produce significant magnetic-
field amplification far upstream in the precursors of young
SNR shocks. This process, when combined with additional
field generation through instabilities that operate on larger
scales, in close proximity to the shock front and/or at the
shock itself, may be able to account for the level of magnetic-
field amplification inferred from SNR observations. Simi-
lar conclusions may apply to shocks in relativistic jets and
GRBs. The amplitude of the amplified field and CR scat-
tering by the magnetic turbulence can both provide suit-
able conditions for particle acceleration to PeV energies at
shocks in young SNRs. The backreaction of the magnetic-
field amplification through Bell’s non-resonant mode in-
volves plasma deceleration, compression, and heating, all of
which will affect the sub-shock of the thermal plasma, at
which CRs are accelerated. Continuous plasma deceleration
is a known effect of CRs in shock precursors (Blandford &
Eichler 1987), but the shock-like compression feature that
we observe in our simulation is a new effect whose impact
on the shock structure and particle acceleration in general
has yet to be explored.
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